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Abstract

Background: One of the prime areas in psychiatry is concerned with assessing emotions. Assessment of physiologic responses can
be attained by various approaches. One of them is analyzing Electroencephalography (EEG).
Objectives: In current study, we aimed to assess Alpha wave in frontal region after inducing specific emotion by showing evocative
video clips.
Materials andMethods: After a baseline in Eye Open situation recording, we showed 5 video clips that each induced specific emo-
tions from five major ones (Neutral, Happiness, Sadness, Anger, Fear) to 66 healthy individuals, including 33 males and 33 females
between 20 - 40 years old and EEG recording was continued simultaneously. Then, we analyzed their brain waves. Absolute power
of Alpha wave Bands (Alpha 1 and Alpha 2) in frontal region (FZ, F4, F3) was analyzed via Wilcoxon test.
Results: With respect to eye open situation, all video clips made significant change in Alpha 2 in F3 and F4 (P < 0.001) but not in Fz
except for sadness. Sad inductive clip made a significant increase in Alpha 2 in Fz, also Alpha 1 in F3 and F4 (P < 0.001). Fz had no
significant variability in all other emotions.
Conclusions: The most trenchant impact with respect to Alpha band was sadness, and the most exclusive finding in FZ was Alpha
2. Nonetheless, in two other zones (F3, F4), Alpha 1 was exclusive and Alpha 2 variability was non-exclusive. It appears plausible that
sadness activates neuron groups, which are involved in generating Alpha waves.
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1. Background

Neuroscientists and scholars favor variability of brain
waves induced by various emotions or emotional disor-
ders (1). Webster dictionary describes Emotion as mental
reaction experienced by boosted emotion, which is usu-
ally linked with specific subject and it is accompanied by
behavioral/physiological variability (2). Six basic emotions
(Sadness, Anger, Fear, Happiness, Surprise and Disgust),
which earlier were discussed by Ekman, led to various stud-
ies in this area (1). Different emotions are linked with spe-
cific patterns from physiologic responses and probably the
causes are rooted in Central Nervous System (CNS) rather
than the external environment (3).

FMRI studies suggest that various regions of brains
such as Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), Amygdala and Pre-
frontal Cortex (PFC) play substantial role in assessing emo-
tional stimulus and emotion regulation (4-7). It appears
plausible that pathways or specific regions are closely
linked with key elements of these emotions, which can
be explored by implementing various imaging techniques

(6). Understanding and measuring emotional experiences
have great importance regarding emotional assessment
and various approaches have been implemented regard-
ing physiological assessment of emotion (6).

Quantitative Electroencephalography is statistical as-
sessment of EEG, which enables scholars to assess func-
tional imaging of the brain (8). One of the advantages of
QEEG in comparing to FMRI is maintaining timing accu-
racy, low price accessories and portability (9). QEEG have
been used in various areas such as diagnosis of mood dis-
orders, choosing drug and forecasting a prognosis and ef-
ficacy of a treatment (10-12).

Some studies have been conducted regarding assess-
ing emotions via EEG, for instance categorizing emotions
after audiovisual stimulation (9, 13-15). Assessing variabil-
ity of brain waves under various circumstances such as
mood variability due to sleep deprivation is one of the var-
ied studies in this regard (16). Rest EEG is not solely enough
for assessing emotional response capacity of individuals
(17). By inducing emotions in a person and recording the
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brain function, electrophysiological variability can be de-
termined. One of the methods is providing visual or au-
ditory stimulus and subsequently recording brain’s func-
tional reaction (15, 18).

In current study with presenting instances of Video
Clips (VC), we aimed to assess the induced variability in
the brain waves. One of the gallant features of this study
that differentiates it from studies in this area is that we
used indigenous video in order to assess brain waves’ vari-
ability. Furthermore, our study mainly focuse on absolute
power of alpha rather than coherence, which have been
studied mostly in other studies and dividing alpha wave
into smaller range (Alpha 1, Alpha 2) provide more accuracy
and efficiency in diagnosis and also therapeutic method
such as neurofeedback (7, 14). According to recent litera-
tures in mood disorders such as depressive disorders, al-
pha’s malfunctioning mainly can be noticed in frontal and
prefrontal regions. Furthermore, assessing Alpha wave in
other regions (e.g., temporal region) are under influence
of so many artifacts; hence, it is nearly impossible to assess
alpha wave role without influences of other factors. Fur-
thermore, strong evidence suggests that the role of frontal
region in emotion regulation is undeniable (7, 15). The re-
sults of current study can be useful in clinical settings as
well due to the role of impaired emotions in various disor-
ders such as fear in panic disorders, anger in impulse con-
trol disorder and sadness in depression.

2. Materials andMethods

We provided sample by advertising and fliers. Exami-
nee had minimum educational status of Diploma and age
between 20 - 40. Exclusion Criteria: No history of men-
tal illness in first and second grade family member; us-
ing drugs (Psychotropic drugs in recent 6 months and or
other kind of drugs in recent month), History of head
trauma, Stroke, Multiple sclerosis, head or brain related
surgical operations, scar in head area, Headache, Migraine,
Diabetes, Seizure, Cardiovascular surgery operation, Neck
surgery, Visual/Auditory, History of Hypertension, History
substance abuse, answering to GHQ (3) and having score
more than 21. Finally, psychiatric interview was conducted
by psychiatrist and if no problem was noticed, individual
were included in study. Eventually, 66 (33 males, 33 fe-
males) were selected for this study.

2.1. Inducing Emotions

There is no Farsi Standardized clip with respect to in-
ducing emotions; initially, we chose 25 short clips (4 min-
utes duration) in order to attain visual elements that in-
duce neutral, sadness, happiness, anger and fear sepa-

rately without inducing other emotions. Twenty candi-
dates (10 men, 10 women) who maintained inclusion crite-
ria of this study were selected as case group after signing a
consent form. Subsequently, in a same setting that real test
was about to happen; during 5 days 5 clips were showed
to candidates. After watching a clip, they were asked to
score the intensity of their experienced emotion (neutral,
sadness, happiness, anger and fear) from 0 (minimum) to
10 (maximum). The clip, which maintained highest mean
with respect to target emotion and the lowest mean for
other emotions, considered as exclusive clip regarding tar-
get emotion.

- Neutral VC: Four minutes video, which was captured
from a fitness training course taught by a trainer and it was
confirmed after initial assessment (mean = 9.07 and SD =
2.14). Mean and SD regarding other emotions were as men-
tioned below: Happiness (mean = 1.34 and SD = 0.94), Sad-
ness (mean = 0.00 and SD = 0.00), Fear (mean = 0.5 and SD
= 0.47), Anger (mean = 0.51 and SD = 0.73).

- Happy VC: Four minutes video was captured from a
famous comic Persian soap opera series, which was con-
firmed after initial assessment (mean = 8.5 and SD = 2.06).
Mean and SD regarding other emotions were as mentioned
below: Neutral (mean = 0.49 and SD = 0.47), Sadness (mean
= 0.00 and SD = 0.00), Fear (mean = 0.00 and SD = 0.00),
Anger (mean = 0.37 and SD = 0.45).

- Sad VC: Four minutes video was captured from funeral
of famous Iranian singer and playing his famous musical
performance simultaneously, which was confirmed after
initial assessment (mean = 9.13 and SD = 2.16). Mean and
SD regarding other emotions were as mentioned below:
Happiness (mean = 0.00 and SD = 0.00), Neutral (mean =
0.00 and SD = 0.00), Fear (mean = 1.53 and SD = 0.89), Anger
(mean = 0.69 and SD = 0.80).

- Anger VC: Four minutes video, which had child abus-
ing content and it was confirmed after initial assessment
(mean = 9.44 and SD = 2.29). Mean and SD regarding other
emotions were as mentioned below: Happiness (mean =
0.00 and SD = 0.00), Neutral (mean = 0.00 and SD = 0.00),
Fear (mean = 0.73 and SD = 0.62), and Sadness (mean = 2.64
and SD = 1.04).

- Fear VC: Four minutes video was captured from a hor-
ror film named Annabelle (directed by John R.Leonetti and
Written by Gary Duberman in 2014), which was confirmed
after initial assessment (mean = 8.60 and SD = 2.06). Mean
and SD regarding other emotions were as mentioned be-
low: Happiness (mean = 0.00 and SD = 0.00), Sadness
(mean = 0.49 and SD = 0.47), Neutral (mean = 0.44 and SD
= 0.57), Anger (mean = 0.44 and SD = 0.66).
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2.2. Experimental Procedures

Firstly, the experiment was explained comprehensively
to participants and after that consent forms were signed
and obtained. While test was conducted, participants sat
by 30 centimeters distance from computer desk. Hand-
edness was controlled among participants because hand-
edness will influence dominant hemisphere. Brain waves
were recorded while participants were in a relaxing po-
sition, with their eyes open and while watching 5 induc-
ing clips that evoked 5 different emotions which each of
them lasted 4 minutes (neutral, sadness, happiness, anger
and fear). Recording procedure was conducted by help of
professional technician in a semi dark room, with a quiet
atmosphere and controlled temperature between 22 - 24°
and in time period between 05.30 pm to 07.30 pm. Inter-
val between the video clips was 5 minutes and we allocated
this time in order to minimize the influence of video clips
on each other. Regarding women, test was conducted in
a first monthly cycle and after menstruating period. We
conducted this study in luteal phase of menstrual cycle be-
cause in second menstrual cycle there are unfavorable vari-
ations in brains waves due to factors such as premenstrual
syndrome and premenstrual dysphoric disorder.

2.3. Gathering QEEG Data

For recording, Mitsar 201 amplifier and acquisition sys-
tem with 21 electrodes via international 10/20 system and
electro cap were used. Symbol rate 500 and impedance
quality of 5 K ohm were sustained. Low cut filter equal
to 0.3, high cut filter equal to 30, and also 45 - 55 Hz filter
were used. Initially, recording was conducted while par-
ticipants were in relaxing state, with their eyes open and
subsequently while they were exposed to five (4 minutes
duration) emotional inducing video clips. Data were trans-
ferred to Neuroguide software and visual and motion arti-
facts were deleted manually and automatically via further
revisions. Subsequently, absolute power of waves in range
of 8 - 12 HZ, containing Alpha 1 (8-10HZ), Alpha 2 (10-12HZ) in
FZ, F3 and F4 (Prefrontal) regions were assessed.

2.4. Statistical Evaluation

Data was analyzed via SPSS software, and Alpha abso-
lute power (1, 2, Total) was considered as dependent vari-
able. With aid of K-S Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and with
regard to value of P = 0, which is lower than conven-
tional error (0.05) and consequently Zero hypothesis, that
demonstrate normal distribution of all variables was re-
jected with respect to all variables. Furthermore, since
hypothesis of study was assessing differences of two de-
pendent variables, notifying nonparametric nature of vari-
ables, Wilcoxon test was used in order to assess the hypoth-

esis of current study and Alpha 1 and 2 absolute power of 66
healthy individuals was assessed in FZ, F3 and F4 regions.

3. Results

Lower frequencies of Alpha were more sensitive to Sad-
ness emotion in F3 and F4, but not other emotions. As fre-
quency elevates, sensitivity regarding watching VC will be
boosted as well and consequently, power variations among
emotions will become meaningful but their exclusiveness
will decrease in both electrodes.

Sadness emotion maintains highest impact on brain
waves in Alpha 1 in F3 and F4. Furthermore, FZ electrode
is linked more exclusively with this emotion, but in Alpha
2 and not Alpha 1. Right hemisphere dominancy of abso-
lute power of alpha band and its subgroups were noticed
rather than left hemisphere at rest (EO) in all participants
during all video clips. No significant differences in abso-
lute power were noticed between male and female before
and during watching clips. Furthermore, Alpha 1 and Al-
pha 2 had similar amplitude changes in F3 and F4 during
emotions induction (Table 1).

4. Discussion

In current study, we assessed electroencephalography
characteristics induced by evocative video clip in pre-
frontal region; in this sense sad emotion had more effect
on Alpha power bands in comparing to other emotions
type, in all right and left frontal and also mid frontal re-
gions. Although other regions such as temporal cortex
were used for assessment of pleasant and unpleasant or
neutral emotions but temporal region had high pollution
of temporalis muscle artifact (19). There are various stud-
ies, which focus on frontal alpha activity and its relation
to emotion and decrease of alpha activity induced by neg-
ative emotions (20). In some other studies, scholars focus
on other disorders such as obsessive compulsive disorder
(21) and mood disorders (22). Most of studies in this area
focus on asymmetry, in this sense left frontal activity is con-
sistent with negative emotion or mood disorders. However
in this study we focused on (Fz, F3, F4) regions and alpha ac-
tivity induced by specific emotions. Few studies have been
conducted with respect to lower frequency versus higher
frequency of alpha bands. The meaningful increase in al-
pha1 activity with respect to sad emotion can be related
to emotion itself. Alpha2 changes induced by clips in F3
and F4 regions, can be partly related to non-emotional fac-
tors. Harmon-Jones found that alpha asymmetry can be
linked to motivation and not to affective state (23). Further-
more, Denis and Solomon demonstrated that while person
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Table 1. No 1-Wilcoxon Test Results Regarding Alpha Absolute Power in Respond to Emotional Inducing Video Clips (VC)

Situation Electrode Bands

F3 F4 FZ

Alpha 1 Alpha 2 Alpha 1 Alpha 2 Alpha 1 Alpha 2

Eyes Open

Mean 3.83 2.93 4.50 3.31 4.80 3.37

SD 2.275 1.518 3.189 1.814 3.139 1.669

Neutral VC

Mean 4.31 4.12 4.91 4.54 5.09 4.47

SD 2.523 2.614 3.170 3.131 3.371 3.137

Sig 0.062 0.0000 0.068 0.000 0.086 0.212

HappyVC

Mean 4.41 4.02 4.92 4.39 5.15 4.40

SD 2.318 2.629 2.750 2.728 2.634 2.587

Sig 0.072 0.0000 0.216 0.000 0.103 0.127

Sad VC

Mean 5.42 4.72 5.90 5.02 6.40 5.42

SD 3.462 3.602 3.772 3.671 4.563 4.774

Sig 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.063 0.000

Anger VC

Mean 4.52 4.25 4.81 4.44 5.14 4.57

SD 2.680 2.793 2.801 2.826 2.730 2.618

Sig 0.086 0.000 0.452 0.000 0.215 0.085

Fear VC

Mean 4.76 4.44 5.01 4.68 5.01 4.44

SD 3.584 3.709 3.569 3.654 2.788 2.803

Sig 0.067 0.000 0.231 0.001 0.198 0.218

is exposed to evocative video clips, environmental effects
of attention and inducing emotions are reduced and video
clip maintains prime impact (15). Also many other studies
linked asymmetry to mood disorders and their symptoms
(20, 24). However, it was shown that frontal area maintain
effective role regarding emotion regulation via its inter-
action with amygdale (25) and also limbic system (26). In
our study Alpha 2 activity increased meaningfully with re-
sponse to sad emotion more specifically in Fz (mid frontal
zone) there are few studies conducted with respect to Fz
area in the past (15). In Kops’s study, electrophysiological
responses like HRV (Heart Rate Variability) related to emo-
tions were assessed (27). It has been demonstrated that in
emotional disorders, alpha variability occurs in frontal re-
gions. Hence, we assessed wider range of emotions alpha
bands (Alpha 1, Alpha 2) in FZ, F3 and F4 zones of prefrontal
region.

Our results show that neutral video clip with open eyes
state in prefrontal region and various frequencies didn’t
have meaningful rise. None of other emotions demon-
strated meaningful rise with neutral video clip. Although,
Alpha 1 bilaterally showed no meaningful increase versus
eye open condition, except for sad emotion. Furthermore,
Alpha 2 bilaterally show variability for all emotions. In
other sense, Alpha 2 variability is non-exclusive and Al-
pha1 variability is exclusive with respect to sad emotion in
right and left prefrontal regions (brain electrical activity
recorded by F4 and F3 electrodes). Mid frontal region (Fz)
maintained lowest variability rate and in other word, it is
more exclusive region. In this region, meaningful increase
in Alpha 2 but not Alpha 1 is noticed only for sadness emo-
tion. With respect to meaningful increase while watching
neutral video clip; Alpha 2 in F3 and F4 zones, may be due
to processing of audiovisual data non-exclusively and not
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necessarily because of emotions. Additionally, left hemi-
sphere relation to positive emotion were not seen in this
study in Alpha band; however, right frontal Alpha activ-
ity was related to negative emotion as stated by Balconi
and Ferrari (28). Few studies have been conducted so far
with respect to mid frontal Alpha 2, however in current
study we specifically assessed sadness emotion and Alpha
2. In contraire to previous studies, in current study, we
chose video clips precisely in order to convey exact needed
emotion and we chose these movies with respect to local
socio-cultural context. All in all, sad emotion induces most
variability in prefrontal region. It appears plausible that
brain’s electrophysiological response to other emotions,
occurs in other regions and other frequencies, hence it
is vital to conduct other studies with respect to these en-
quiries.

Limitations of Study: In current study, we assessed
young individuals and a study with a broader age range is
advised. Secondly, we assessed women in luteal phase of
their menstrual cycle and it would be more comprehensive
if we conduct future studies in complete menstrual cycle.
Finally, we excluded left-handed individuals in this study;
in future studies, it is advisable to include left-handed in-
dividual as well.

4.1. Conclusion

Sadness induced by video clip maintains significant in-
crease in absolute power of Alpha band specially in Alpha 2
in Fz and also Alpha 1 in F3 and F4 regions. Other emotions
induced increased Alpha 2 in F3 and F4 non-specifically.
Hence, Fz is a candidate region for investigation about sad-
ness and also depressive disorders.
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